Deep anterior lamellar keratoplasty performed with the femtosecond laser zigzag incision for the treatment of stromal corneal pathology and ectatic disease.
We describe a variation of the big-bubble deep anterior lamellar keratoplasty (DALK) technique using the femtosecond laser zigzag incision. This technique allows precise depth visualization for air-needle placement in the posterior stroma based on the lamellar and posterior laser cuts, thus minimizing the risk for perforation of Descemet membrane. The matching donor and host tissue zigzag cut allows more precise tissue apposition and greater surface area for healing. The angled anterior donor and host junction allows a smooth transition for improved visual outcomes. If the big-bubble- Descemet membrane dissection fails, the surgeon can convert to a full-thickness graft while retaining the benefits of the femtosecond laser incision.